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INTRODUCTION .

There is no more flattering invitation to a researcher
4

than to pinpoint.gaps in other people's research agendas. Most

of us are gifted with 20/20 hindsight and superb cxitical fac-
i

ulties, and thus have no difficulty finding:fault. The more

honest among us use these occasions to bare their souls, and

otryt'acritiqUe some of their on work as well.

Will such gnashing of teeth and rendingof clothes

contribute to the development:of a better research agenda for

N1E? I doubt it... At some,time or other, most researchers have

written papers on trivial topics; Many of us have submitted

reports based on faulty or incomplete data; and some of us have

been insensitive to the desires of funding.agencies and have

continued to do what we like doing, rather than what was asked

of us.

Part of the fault lies with us, and part of it is with

the federal funding agencies' agendas and review panels. The

quality of the research and of the research topics are very
el

'much the responsibility of the spbnsori g federal agencies,

which ought to, share both the glory and e blame for sins of

both omission and commission.

I do not subscribe to the devil theo of research,,,

which implies that both the sponsoring agencies an' the re-

searchers'form a dishonest cabal, which functions to c nnel

taxpayers' moneys to a group of entrenched and not-so-wise
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scientists. These failures are due to the methods of selection

of topics for directed research, and to the serious shortcomings

in the way awards are handed out.

STRATEGY TO ESTABLISH A RESEARCH AGENDA

Let me now turn to the process of establishing re-

search agendas and suggest an alternative process to the cur-

rent patterns which. might result in .better. agendas. If my,

impressianis correct, most- resea4ch agendai are developed-in

an AAstotelean setting.

A group Of-civil servants, who have informed them-

selves by perusing the literature and consulting both their

present grantees and a few others, meet to discuss what is

likely to be included in the agenda.. They come to these meet-

ings fortified by a series of guidelines or'concerns which are

generally called priorities. In the past few years, the higher

education concern were easily encapsulated by a few words- -

minorities, women, middle-income students. More recently,

institutional finances have started to creep in among this list

of conterns. Other concerns, such as the demand for Ph.D.'s

or the welfare of faculty, my or may 'not be included as part

of the list.

Whip there is nothing'wrong, and there can be a lot

which' is 'right, with a focused program of research oriented to

a series of priorities (if the priorities are critically re-

examined periodically), some new priorities are not examined

Ij
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and old priorities are retained because important preliminary

steps are Skipped. The building of agendas requires more care-

ful.staff work than it has been accorded.

Detailed Review of Developments. The first of three

steps in preparing. agendas is the development of a statistical

or factual overview of recent developments. For an agenda

dealing with the finances of higher education, recent develop-

ments in the financial status of students, institutions, and

faculties need to be examined. Such a survey ought to deal

with trends in the enrollment and attainment of students by

socio- economic class, and identify the part played by parents,

students themselves, institutions, state, local)ind'federal

governments in paying for trigher education. The pattern of stu-

dent support by income Ifevel, race and sex should be identified,

if such analysis is feasible. Second,, the survey ought to

describe trends in the costs and revenues of various types of

institutions. Third, an analysis of the economic status of

faculties needs to be presented. It is my contention that such

in examination will not only be useful to policy planners, but

will also serve'as a fertile generator of research hypotheses

for a focused research program.

Choice of Appropriate Techniques. The second step

which needs some attention is the review of appropriate approaches,

and their relevance to the issues to be researched. As far as

techniques are concerned, increased attention needs to be p4id
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to the promise of dynamic analysis, I shall illustrate this

,,paint by kiting mobility studies, which have .highlighted the

serious deterioration of job prospects for persons with ,post-
4

secondary educatio; which wee not documented by compariSohs

of 'snapshots for any two recent periods of occupation by educa-
.

tion... While journals in, most relevant social science disciplines

ai'e(full of theoretical models for Aynamic analysis, too few

are translated into empirical research.

, Other techniques also need attention. At one tifte,

the NIE was 'optimistic .about production functions and input-
..

output -anilysis. These two approaches seem to have gone out

of fashion. Both techniques have relevance to financial

- analysis, and some summary of findings of what NIE found out
,

(or_failed to find out) from its past funding does not seem

inappropriate.

Examination of Data Bases. The third step in improv-

ing agendas is more attention to availability and limitations

of current data barses. There is an aura of unwarranted opti-

mism that data bases ca e listed, described, and used with

no manipulation or editing. This is just.not true. In the

first place, most data bases collected by a variety of agencies

are generIlly not suitable to answer the questions raised by

a programmatic agenda. Sometimes, if one is lucky, by combin-

ing a variety of sources one can produce an amalgam which will

"do for" the ideal data base. These amalgams are not easy to
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produce., Some databases are less reliable than others, and

unless a great deal of money (and effort) is spent on\editing

and comparing theresults obtained from a variety of sources,

misleading analyses are likely to be produced. Researchers

with hands-on experience know of many of these pitfalls, Re-
.

search assistants, hired by the lowest bidder to prepare data

base compilations' and descriptiOns, do not.

Let me cite just two instances to illustrate the

difficulties which are likely to confront researchers laboring

in the mine-fielfi of educational .finance research. 'First, the

bCR/NCES tapes of enrollments and degrees granted to minorities

have never been compared to CPS or.HEGIS tapes to check 'the

correspondence of estimates of one Source with another. Second,
4

,HEGIS finance tapes, which are supposed to report outlays, on

a campus-by-ceppus basis; consist of reports for selected

campuses, and data allocated from system -wide data for a lar2e

number' of locations of state-wide systems. The allocaL. i.

methods are not documented and are.not consistent from year to

year. Without substantial editing, year-to-year comparisons

may be extremely misleading.

As long as we are discussing data problems, t would

like to menti lthe advisability to plan ahead, as new data

bases come on-stream. The most important such data base is

the U.S. Census of 1980, which, the courts and the Bureau

willing, ought tobe available within a,souple of years. The



format of the 1980 census is not unlike t at of the 1970 census,

hence some ideas about the possible analysis and-comparisons.

cduld be 'started eight now, If my premonit ons are correct,

the planning for special extracts of Census apes limited to

persons ,with some postsecondary education or training may be

quite timely.

An Iterative Approach to Agendas. 11f I were in charge

of putting together a research program, I would first produce

a paper on current trends, identify the techniqudt I wanted to

use to illustrate the issues in re;garch agenda, and then

examine the available data sources Which were likely to be used

in the analysis. If some data were not available, I would try

to eV.mate what it would cost me in money and time to develop

thei. With these.tewsinsights about costs, I would. revise my

11.

agenda. I would be very careful about sponsoring new 'data collec-

tions . , Sometimes, because projects are inter-related, and some

parts of the agenda become less interesting, other parts appear

too costly so..that stand-alone efforts will be abandoned. A

number of iterations become necessary before a 'final agenda is

- prepared.

This approach is very different frost the one adopted

by most governMent agencies and implied. by the research plan

which forms the basis of the Wye Conference. The usual process

is to catalog all our concerns, invite the -mass %f researchers

to throw pebbles down a well, and'have ak anonymous review



committee, dominated by non-researchers, recommend funding of

,the projects which have made the most mellifluous noises as

they hit the water.

Somewhere there has been a ltarning failure... First,

agencieg have not learned that asking for bids for an impossi-,

ble, but interesting, project will result in a product which

would not Pass FTC scrutiny for truth in advertising. What

starts out as a design competition for a silk purse ends up as a

custom operation producing sows' ears. Second, agencieshave

'refused to internalize the simple fact that,it is expensive to

use large data bases well, especially if care is takeri to edit

.them. A small grant, under $20,000,' can produce a trivial

statistical analysis, a compilation of traditional wisdom. On.

a few lucky occasions, an interesting theoretical paper offer-.

ing new insights about what has happened or is likely to happen:

may be produced for this sum. A thorough, up-to-date analysis

mustscost more. An imaginative testing of hypotheses mustcost

much more.

Since we do have certailm rules about project monitors

beig responsible for n projects, the NIE system is oriented,
a.

to dispensing numerous small grants. This will cblatinue, unless

the'original concept for NIE is reinstituted--project monitors

should not monitor projects unless they are actively engaged

in research in the field of the procurement. Since they will

be actively engaged in research, their employment be justified

J
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even if fhg number of projects they monitor is reduced.

Historians study the past in ordev. to better under-

stand the future. Educaeional researchers should take this

attitude to heart. -There'are only'two reasons to fund research:

one is to develop new techniques (and, 'with luck, new insights),

and the second is to analyze past developments as they are

likely td relate to the future. (I have purposely put insights

Low on my funding priorities because, unlike a light bulb, one

cannot command somebody to turn on a new insight. On the other,

hand, if I were in charge of handing out money, I would favor

researchers who produce non-routine analyses.) In the final

analysiS,,a judgement has to be made about the type of studies

which will contribute to (1) anticipating. future developments

which may affect the functioning of the postsecondary sector,
.

(2) shaping government policy, and '(3) improving the practice

of financial planning oremanagement. A viable agenda would

`4411 with all these types. An da to disburse limited funds

,should choose its prior±ties more carefully.

SHAPING THE, AGENDA IN THE LIGHT OF FUTURE. DEVELOPMENTS
.

Let me thus move on to the,;opic which is more central

to the formulation of research agendas, makijg them relevant

4 to tomorrow's problems. The German professor who stated that

for4asting is very difficult--especially about the future--

was only half right. Certain events are easy to forecast, and

generally describe a future which we may not wish to face. In
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my case, during the mid-1960's, it took more courage than in-

telligence to point out the inevitable surplus of elementary
(

and secondary teachers during the next-decade, or again during

the early 1970'sthat college faculty wages were going to

deteriorate\in relation to the wages of other pcofessionals.

1,980's and

are likely

The Market for. College Graduates. Throughout the

1990's,-an increasing proportion of col,lege graduates

!

to experience difficulties in landing "good" jobs.

Even if one disagrees about he wAy-the econOty is like,ty- to

shape up,'-this conclusion is inescapable.c: I have a favorite

scenario (note that I weasel and 90 not call this either a

projection or fbrecast) which may be fashionably dubbed as "rein-
,

dustrialization. ul If this scenario describes the'future
r

-accurately, much Of the-employment growth is likely to takg-N

s. splece in industries with a low proportion of the jobs in profes-

sional and manageMent categories which are favored by college

'graduates.

,Other alternative scenarios can also be' imagined.

If productivity per worker returns to its Postwar highs, it is

quite possible that '(1) the demand fFgoOds and services will

be soon saturated, and high levels of unemployment will ensue.

We should not spend .too much time on this scenario. We know

enough about fiscal policy to.control unemployment, if not

inflation. In the long run, employment concernS-,win out over

inflation every tithe. (2) Or, perhaps, government can take,

I/



once again, a leading role in reallocating income or alterna-

tively laying a large claim to the growing Gross National

Product. This second alternative may result in employment

4rowth where suitable jobs for college graduates

make up a higher pbapprtion of total employment. If govern-

ment
/

ment funds are channelled into human resource dev.Alopment again,

rapid growth in the caring industries as well as the bureaucracy

would open up more suitable jobs for thdse with postsecondary

training. If, on the other hand; the "social dividend" is

spent for rearmament, we are back to the reindustrialization

scenario.

In either event, the number of persons with some
4

collegeor four.years of 'college will exceed the number of jobs

usually believed to be suitable for persons with this level of

education. What remains uncertain) depending on the social

policy likely.to be followed in the next 10-20 years, is how

many persons are'likelv
I

to be underemployed. By 1990, at best

two in twenty, and at worst five in twenty college graduates

will fill jobs not believed "suitable' fdr college graduates

in 1970.2

The deterioration in,the quakity of employment oppor-

tunities can.,be observed more accurately by looking at new

job entrants and movement between occupations in different

time periods. When one compares the period 1960-1970 to 1970-1975,

young'malg college graduates were certainly less favored during



. the later time period.3 While roughly three-quarters off them
A

obtained-higher7paying,jobs, duri.4 the earlier period, only

half managed. to do as well in the later time period. In-the

case of women college graduates, after adjusting far the,gen-

eral lower level-of wages, the proportion of those in higher -

paying, jobs declined a little bit less, with foVr out of five

starting their careers in the higher,- paying jobs_ in the earlier

time period and two out of three in the later time period.

The glut affected males with less than four years of

college education even more seriously than colleged-educated

males . The proportion of younger males with some. college ente
).r

-

ing goiod jobs declined somewhat, 'and real barriers to mobility

44,4,
occurred for persons with'less than four years of college aged

25 to 29, who used to move into higher-paying positions at that

age. Better-paying,'more'attractivejobs, are also becoming

scarcer for women who have not completed college. 'Past age 30,

women, presumably re-entering the labor force, were much less

likely to find good jobs in the 1970-1975 period than the decade

of the 1960's.

It is unfortunate that w do not have any additional

information on mobility during the 1975 to 1980 period. Research

on this subject today is probably inadvisable since the com-

plete Census data will be released in the next two or three

years, and it would be imprudent for researchers to publish

results based on the less reliable information from the Current

A
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Population Survey.

Nevertheless, certain conclusions can be drawn from

the fragmented data available today. Persoris with college

degrees are starting their careers in less attractive occupa-

tions. Persons who had attended but not completed college

were already pushed out of these attractive careers between

19,70 and 1975. While in the 1960's it was still possible for

them to aspire to better jobs as they got older, by the 1970's

they were being blocked in their promotional opportunities by

'younger and more educated wo4cers.

For both college graduates and those with less than

four years of college, median'and average wages for each sex,

occupation, and.age group are ragging behind the average growth

in money wa-ges'for the non-collegiate population. 4 This occur-

rence is not surprising-because the quality of the jobs has

declined.

The Impact of Future Jobs Prospects on Enrollment.

How will the relative decline in college graduates' advantage

in the labor market influence heir propensity to continue

education beyond high scho This question cannot be answered

without determining the xtent of this loss and evaluating the

influence of other fac ors which motivate students to seek more
e

education.

There is little doubt-that the majority of college

graduates will continue to "cream" the best openings in the
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labor market. (It would be interesting to trace, using the

1980 census data, if college graduates outside of, "suitable"

jobs have igher earnings than persons with Tess education.).

There is sub antial agreement about the track record of col,

lege graduates winning goOd jobs, and less agreement about

the reasot°for their success. Spme explain this phenomenon

as-a vindication of the human capital hypothesis, other's

ascribe it to screening. The tests of these competing theories
./

have sailed to convince either side, and unless an absolutely

new, brilliant approach is proposed and this approach is recog-

nized by civil servants who hold the purse strings, I do not
4

believe that research in this area will break much new ground.

In order to forecast the future 'level of salaries

fOr persons-with postsecondary edilcation in the increasingly

competitive labor market for collep graduates, attention will

have to be..paid to (1) the increasing competition for profes-,--

sionil and-managerial jobs between women and men, and (2) the

impact of the supply of recent college graduates upon the

promotion opportunities of persons with lesser,attainment or

older college graduates.

According to BLS statistics, by 1979 women over age

25 with a college education were ;making serious inroads into

professional and managerial occupations. Ditiring the 1970's

despite a disastrously tight market in teaching, library jobs,

and nursing, which were the traditional jobs for female college
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graduates, the rate of graWth of college- educated women Among

managers and professionals exceeded that of men. 5

If certain professions become staffed predominantly

by females, it may be instructive to trace whether the relative

wages in'these occupations will decline in relative terms, as

they have in the past when females started dominating a formerly

male occupation (say high school teaching) and lowered pay

levels for both sexes. Alternatively; if females compete

effectively for jobs in all occupations, what effect will they

.have on all professional wages, and especially on wages of col-

lege graduates?

There are two interesting issues which ought to be

discussed in that connection. One is the adjustment of the

"better-edudated workers to lower career goals an&to longer

periods spent in pre-professional or routine occupations. While

some have 'Argued that education makes for a happy and well-

rounded person, fragmentary evidence, mostly related to under-

\

employed college-educated women, indicates that recipients of

bachelor's degrees were less satisfied than those with less

education.
6 There are also signs that we are developing a new

sub7culture where young college graduates, many of them with

post-graduate degrees, separate their activity in the world of

work from their intellectual life. I have heard of.a group of

Ivy League college graduates in the Washington area who work

in routine jobs but meet together during the weekend and conduct
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a small archeological dig Eor Indian artifacts. In conversa-

tions, they refer to themselves as archeologists rather than

court marshals, clerk-typists, or administrative assistants.

The extent to which a satisfactory adjustment to

lower-status jobs is likely to be achieved by the majority/of

college graduates remains to be seen. While we are teelang

toretrainpersonswithdoctoratesinthehumarlitiestofmake

them as acceptable in the labor market as persons who have
7

graduated from business college, there are some who 66 not
7

believe that aspirations to a life dedicated to schViarship

can be traded in for a low-level supervisory job an an office

without regret. One of the great qualities of Americans is

that they are optimistic, especially about the ability of

others to adjust to misfortune. Policy analysts who are con-

cerned with public and 'private returns to education may not

share this point of view.

Some idea of future conditions in the job market is

essential to'formulating a realistic hypothesis about the

propensity. of students, to enroll,. subsumed in the pat under

the heading of student decision-making. I would like to argue

that anticipated earnings are not the sole 'determinant of

reasons why students enroll. The opportunity to compete for

better jobs, not nedessarily better paid, may also be a power-

ful incentive. %

If those who fail to graduate learn that they can
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aspire to neither, will "high risk" students stop enrolling?

Increasing attention should be -paid to the behavior of students

likely to graduate and to those who may not. Patterns of

attendance by socio-economic group, ability group, and race

vary very considerably, 7
and these patterns have,considerable

influence upon the chances of completion of an undergraduate

degree. We'shakl know more about this if and when the latest

follow -up of the high school class'of 1972 is analyzed.

If some of my colleagues' research is correct, in a

number of instances enrollment in postsecondary institutions

is governed not only by the prospect of economic returns, but

also by the presence of certain job openings in the labor

-market where the student is working. 8 Conversely, if there

are no jobs to be had, a Pell grant may be used as a substitute

for unemployment insurance. In certain circumstances, the

demand for postsecondary education maybe U-shaped.

. , The effect of alternative employment opportunities

on the choice to enroll full- or part-time needs increasing

attention. As a higher proportion of students enroll part-time,

the conventional wisdom about returns to education may be no

longer applicable. Thus, as long as over half of the students

are enrolled full -time, and work only part-year or part-time,

the median investment in education will have to include foregone

incomes of these students. For some students,'who acquire a.

year of credentials through part-time study and forego much
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less income, the investment may be less, and even modest returns

may appear to be quite' substantial.

I am not 'sure that the propensity of students to en-

roll in college will remain unchanged in the next ten or twenty

years. During an inflationary period, there is considerable

` difficulty in finding safe havens for investment. Human capital

may.be a better inflation hedge than most, and under these cir-

cumstances, a small positive rate of return maybe sufficient.

The Effect of Tuition Levels on Enrollment. Somewhat

lower on my prioritieS is the emphasis in the plan on price,
3

especially if one limits it to an examination of tuition. With

scholarship aid, loans, and foregone earnings playing such a

large pl"t in 'the investment decision, and the information on

these itemso scarce, it is not at all clear that focusing on

tuition levels is right. To an economist, the net price is

more important than the posted price. Unless proof positive

can be adduced that gross prices affect students' propensity

to enroll, such studies are not likely to prove very useful.

Studies of net prices will have to await the invention of a

new technology to ascertain them, and the building of a data

base which will Measure this effect'lipon both choice of insti-

tutions and decisions to enroll.

Because, three years I spent at the University
5

, .

Chicago have,imprinte&me with a concern for estimating mar-
)

ginal casts and benefits, I would be interested in (1), comparing

-
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the benefits ofobtaining a badhelor's or advanced degree

through part time study to those of a bachelor's degree awarded

after four,years'of full-time attendance, and (2) examining the

elasticity of demand for postsecondary education; given differ-
..

ent arrangements by students to finance both-their education

and-living expenses. It is my contention that the cost of a

college credit obtained through part-time study is very low.

Finding out its effedt on incomes is likely to be difficult,

and thus would earn a low priority rating in an agenda for a

parsimonious research program.

1 Rates of Return'on Education. I can think of a large

number of reasons to de-emphasize research on rates of return

on education. Public opinion about the desirability of higher

education would have.to Change drastically before rates of

return calculations are likely to affect higher education policy.

Further, the lack of certainty about the future dif-

ferences between the wages of college graduates, persons with

some college: and high school graduates, may Make most estimates

of-rates of return inaccurate and misleading. If one feels

that forecasts of rates of. return are important, then one

should start Sponsoring research on tae effect of th& increas-

ing proportion of college4ducated persons in the -labor force

on this group's earnings. This research was described above.

Attemptirig to calculate both social and.pri,vate rates

of return by occupation is also relatively low on my Scal of
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'tprioritielf:44,t4e.40Xception of medical doctor, who gen-

erally stalailciaR44.

great Majorit 4:r

,their careers in the medical field, the

arts with'some college and of college

graduates do noerregv .gily pursue careers directly related to
.;

their majors. The VrPts;o1;ktracing careers by college major

is horrendous. Elntiding the costs incurred by major for.
tr

each differept disoff? e is more difficult stil/. The limited
r

resources of NIE should' probably not be committed to this topic.

To summarize, rates of return calculations have pro-

vided a springboard for more articles than one can count. Simple

rate of return calculations probably.will continue to be pub-

lished whether NIE suppor: is available or it is not. The more

complex ones will need the development of expensive data bases.

Inmy opini.on, a little speculative work on the topic is worth

subsidizing, but n major.effprt is warranted.

k' ? The States and Educapion.

Student SUpport. State policy,.a topic which spans-

support tilo students and support to institutions, is part or

the agenda. The least%interesting part of the policy relates

to students. A quick look at appropriations by states to post-

secondary education will convince even the most skeptical that
4 1

the bulk of the money is spent on support of institutions. A

handful of states provide the bulk of scholarship support to

-students, but thee aMotint-§-are awaHed by federai-contrributlan-S

for this "purpotp.
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Surleys of student aid programs were financed by the

Department of Education. The studies' conducted by ECS and the

NatiOnal Center for Higher

in three reports currently

Education Management Systems resulted--

available from the Office of Planning,

Division of Postsecondary Education. Probably more has been-
/

said on this topic thanit deserves.

Support of Ins-titutions. By contrast, much less

analysis was generated in the course of the past decade on the

determinanti of state support to postsecondary education and,

especially, the allocation of this support between institutions.

There is very tittle documentation about the logic of the ground

rules for support of state universities (especially flagship

schools), 'state colleges and two-year schools. This reticence

is understandable, since so much of the state appropriations

process is political. and indigenous to every state. A'geM of

a case-study on this topic is by Millet, Politics and Higher

Education.

Admirers of Millet will not,be optimistic about the

.ability of statistical models to explain the level. of state

allocatiOns for higher education. They believe that economic

determinism plays only a small part in thts process. In the

overall context of state budgets, moneys to higher education

do not constitute a very big slice, and the budgets of colleges

and universities, again'if Millet is to be trusted, are treated

as residual special interest legislation. Under these
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circumstances, ,both efforts to quantify the common influences

which determine higher education budgeti and rules used to allo-

cate them are likely to produce disappointing results.

Managing Decline. A topic dealing with state financ-

ing is high on my priority list: a review of alternative ways

of coping with enrollment declines in state networks of higher

education. This effort would not limit itself to an attempt

to estimate the cost of keeping all campuses operating, a sug-

gestion made in the current plan, but would try to evaluate

alternative schemes of operating both smaller networks, with

.fewer campuses, or networks with .satellite campuses with strictly

limited offeripgs.

The reason for championing these studies is,that the

right policy is not obvious. Two different considerations tend

one.to dra4 opposite conclusions. Subsidies to all campuses,

including those where enrollment is declining, -may -weaken

stronger campuses by allowing'less desirable institutions, to

retain enrottMent which would otherwise flow to these campuses..

This would argue for reducing the size of state networks. On

the other hand, the costs of allowing the fittest to survive

have, not been reckoned in terms of access, especially for part-

time students, and these costs must be reckoned. I would pro-

pose that studies of retrenchment policies by "catchment areas,",

similar to those conducted in the medical field, may be most

appropriacte. It would be most useful if some pilot efforts'

II
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were financed- to test whether the suggestion makes sense.
4

Unfortunately, such studie§ may fail to influence

decision's to support or close institutions with declining

enrollments, and less rational but more potent poli4ca con-

siderations may continue to govern the allocation proceSs.

Fer.his reason, .-sufficient resources must be allocated to

both.research'and dissemination, so that a blow maybe struck

for rationality.

INSTITUTIONAL FINANCES

The effects on institutional finances of inflation,

low-growth and taxpayer revolts should be documented in the

introductory survey of financial developments in higher edu-

cation. The research agenda itself ought to concentrate upon

the more detailed adjustments which are, likely to take place
. .

if enrollments decline or real expenditures per student fail

to rise. The reactions and policies of institutions that are

faced with a shrinking or, at best, stable resource base Will
4

vary institution by institution.

Study of a System. An instructive ,case study of the

way a system coped with declining enrollments and shrinking

resources can be written about the CUNY system. Even more

interesting is the current travail of this system in (1) relo-

cating resources to follow the changing interests of students,

and (2) keeping ,faculty tenure appointments. down, so as to're-

Twin fle4ible in the, face of further enrollment declines.

4
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The allocation of resources and other administrative'

measures to equalize the impact of stable enrollments between

.campuses may also deserve some examinationin such states as

California.. The competition between state campuses with ex-

cess capacity is just as real when enrollments are stable as

when they decline.

Lam raid that the techniques of cutting down and

controlling expenses vary a great deal from iristittion to

institution, and lists of "good ideas" are probably less useful

than'one would expect. Every state. system differs from other

state:systemS\( and each institution in state systems tries to

structure .itself in such a way as, to maximize. its compattative

advantage other institutions.
. e

Research on this topic is likely to be difficult be-
.

cause of the way higher education keeps its financial records.

In both public and private institutions, the bookkeeping is

idiosyncratic and, what is more, the peculiarities are well,

entrenched either becau .state regulations differ, in the case

of public institutions, or trustees,and administrators in

private institutions march to their own drummers.

Record - Keeping andiganagement. The lack of success

of/federally-sponsored efforts to influence the record - keeping

and management
4
techniques of,higher education-institutions is

a matter of record. New and free approaches ,to better ways of '

keeping records have been distributed to many higher education

e)/i,
'- U
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institutions. The rule of thumb in business for this type of

offer,is between three and four percent acceptance by the

target population. At last count, some thirty institutions

were reported to have adopted some or allof these recammendam

tions. Thus, this activity does not sound promising.

Financial Implications of Change on Institutions. I

would advocate that studies of financial'concerns be integrated

with broader-based studies of the functibns of institutions.

I am especially concerned about the alternatives open to re-

search universities, and will tiSe these issues as an illustration

of the type of study I have in mind.

The financial and organizational implications of

three recent developments now affecting the nation's leading

research universities need to be investigated,'and solutions
4

to the problems caused by these developments suggested.

,
The first development is a shift in the 'majors chosen

by undergraduate students. As oollege graduates increasingly

compete against each other for a shrinking number of good jobs,

fewer students are opting for traditional majors in the human-

ities and the soft social sciences. Instead, growing numbers

of-students are/eolling in programs which will prepare them

for entry to professional schools.'

)Secondly, graduate applications and elarollments'in /

leading research universities are declining. These in-
. n

s itutions traditionally grant doctorates to persons aspiring

I

I
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to careers in teaching and basic research. Few jobs are open-

ing up in these fields, and the benefits to be derived from

pursuing such programs are increasingly uncertain. At the

same time, government support for doctoral and post-do.ctoxal

positions is shrinking. Thus the costs to students of pursuing

intensive, high-cost doctoral programs in the research univer-

sities have escalated just as the attraction of these programs

has plummeted.

Thirdly, outlays for research and development are

not growing in real terms. This has caused entry-level jobs

in research institutes to become scarcer and scarcer. Unless

the, research institutes that are connected with universities

find new sources of funding, not only will the number of re-

search jobs in exciting environments be drastically reduced,

but, equally importantly, research in the universities may lose

its vigor because no "new blood" is added.

The leading research univeries are particularly

vulneable to these three developments, and will have exceptional

difficulty in dealing with them, for they are committed to their

specific mission more solidly than the average postsecondary

school. With the exception of leading science/engineering

schools, the research universities insist on offering well-

rounded,programs, stressing excellence' in the humanities, history

and social sciences, as well as in the physical sciences.

A study should investigate how the leading research
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universities are geared to dealing with the changes and the

implications of these changes on their financial viability.

The, theme of this analysis, suggested by some of the early

work of_Peter Dr4cker, is that the success of an institution

depends on its ability to anticipate the requirements of the

society. in which it operates...

The questions raised about the universities' organi-

zation, governance and finances need to be answered in the new

context, as institutions of higher learning are now facing

many of the problems of middle age. After a phase of rapid.

expansion during the 1950's and 1960's, a period of slow or

no growth beginning in 1970 put these institutions on notice

that their operating style had to change. The realization that

their resources had stopped .growing came.as a shock to a large

number of college, and university administrators.

Their reactions to the new, more stringent, circum-

stances were documented by Cheit,9 who concluded that an uneasy

balance was struck between resources and aspirations during

the 1970-72 period. Some programs were abandoned, otherd were

curbed, andfew new programs were undertaken by institutions

of higher learning. A respectable, and relatively satisfactory,

level of activity was maintained by most institutions, which

took measures to bring expenditures in balance with resources.

Cheit's findings are encouraging to some and frighten-

ing to others. On the optimistic side,,they document the

ft



ability)df higher educaton institutions to adjust, to changing

,conditions. The pessimists read his findings as a diagnosis
4

of higher education's hardening of the arteries.

I believe that studies of possible scenarios showing_ _
the effects of-various levels of financial resources on the

operating styles of universities are likely to be seminal in

pqinting the way to a more rational reorganization of t e higher

education sector. -.c

THE IMPACT OF STABILITY OR DECLINE ON FACULTIES

The effect of stability in and the attendant penury

on faculty recruitment patterns and the compensation of faculty

deserves a place in the agenda. I have no axe to grind, and .

will just.note the 18.4 decline in full professors' real wages

which Lee Hansen claims has occurred between 1969/70 and 1979/80.10

It would be useful, though, to examine critically how lower

earnings affect the supply of faculty. The effect of these

developments on the process of'appointment and career patterns

of young academics has not been documented.

'I wish to point out two additional areas of concern:

(1) Will it be possible'to recruit engineering, business or

medical faculty if the deterioration in relative salaries con-

tinues/ An analysis of supply and demand for persons with

suitable credentials in these fiAlds.may yield surprising re-
,

sults, or perhaps lead one to suggest new arrangements in

employment or compensation of faculty members in these fields.
e

30
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(2) Will the dynamics of full-time faculty recruitment, espe-

cially in the humanities and, to some degree, in sciences,

result by 1990 in bi-polar distributions by agesof teachers in

these discipi inPc 11_ Should one be .concerned= about' -a- generation

of humanists and scientists lost to pure research and teaching?

Should tenure be abolished to spread employment by age,group?

Advocates of abolishing tenure should consider the

added costs to institutions which this step may entail. It

would be reasonable for faculty. members to expect to be paid

more if their future employment was no longer guaranteed.

An estimate of the costs of alternative compensation

and employment patterns has not been prepared. I.would put it

high on my list of priorities.

CONCLUSION

If the National Institute of Education sees itself.
. ,

as a serious contributor to research activity which will help

Understand the process and outcome of higher education, the'

past election should not affect, the content of its research

agenda. A. good research strategy is neither Republican nor

Democratic, it focuses on relevant and researchable issues.

0 I am not unrealisti'enOugh to contend that the new

political mood will not affect the level of furiding. The gen-'

'eral consensus today is that as a result of the November elec-

tion, not much new research money is likely to become available,

and the continuing penury` of educational research money will
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become institutionalized. This penury ought to affect the

Scope and the timing sf program activities, rather than their

strategy.

1D

L would not like to set a long-term agenda in concrete

until the probable ranges of certain possible changes,in thel

financial prospects of higher education are quantified. Since

the_ strength of the financial fabric of higher education depends

upon numerous strands, e.g., funds from.student tuition and

fees, pubUc.subsidies to both studezits and institutions, and
L.

the size 'of il..earch budgets, the' interaction between these

different'Sources is not at all obvious. It may be either

impossible or unrealistic to look at each strand individually.

For example, public subsidies to institutiond are sometimes tied

to enrollmdnt levels, and are sometimes in the form of block

grants; the level of enrollments is probably influenced in the

long run by the joint effects of (a) a social climate which puts

a value on higher educational attainment, (b) the level of earn-

iigs of persons with higher education, (c) the value placed on

working in higher-status, but not necessarily higher-paying,

occupations, on the one hand, and (d) the net cost of education

on the other.

A research program can contribute to a better under-

standing of each one of these factors, without contributing

substantially to the formulation of action programs which will

have to be introduced in the coming decade, py,contrast, a

VW
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research prograth which would have a good chance to make such a

contribution would sponsor more aggregative studies, based on

'reasonable assumptions, and teould,identify,a range of relation-

ship which 'play important roles in determining the financial

----viability of higher education
H

If,the first approach is picked, NIE,must coordinate

its.work 'carefully with NSF, since the interest of the two

organizations will overlap. If.the second approach is chosen,

care must be taken not to duplicate policy research of the

Department. In both instances, a decision will have to be made

about balancing the inquiry between projects which take as a

point of departure modelling of student behavior, institutional

response to financial incentiveAt_Or availability, or

government action. With limited funds7)it 4a 41portant to

choose one approach or the other, and then sharpen the focus

of the. program to make sure that the projects which are chosen

are both innovative and sound.

The strategy and tactics, to be effective, must be

forward-looking. Only those analyses of the past which Mu-
.

Ir minate the futures should be undertaken.' Care must be taken

that theprogram be focused, and funded adequately.

I hope this paper will assist NIE to produce "a pudding

with a theme."

4fr

,-
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